Transfer functions are widely used in palaeoecology to infer past environmental 47
site identity typically explains a large proportion of variance in constrainedordinations ( Fig. 1) . 97
To provide an independent estimate of transfer function performance, we 98 apply five transfer functions to all comparable independent datasets with 99 appropriate corrections for taxonomic and methodological differences (Appendix I). 100 Table 1 shows that most transfer functions perform worse than suggested by leave-101 one-out (LOO) cross-validation when applied to independent data. Methodological 102 explanations for the poor model performance can largely be excluded. Differences in 103 time-discrete water-table measurements cannot explain the differences in rank-104 order shown by Spearman's ρ. Any differences in sample preparation and analysis, or 105 residual taxonomic biases cannot explain poor performance where these are closely 106
harmonised (e.g. Polish data). Performance is particularly poor for two datasets from 107 Typically, transfer function model performance is assessed by either leave-117 one-out (LOO) or bootstrap cross-validation. In LOO, one observation at a time is 118 omitted from the training-set of size n and the environmental value predicted using 119 the remaining n-1 observations. For clustered data, this can be extended to leave-120 one-site-out cross-validation (LOSO), where data from one site is omitted from the 121 training set, and data from the remaining m-1 sites used to predict it. LOSO is also 122 known as leave-one-cluster-out cross-validation and sometimes as leave-one-group-123 out cross-validation (confusingly, this latter term is also used to refer to k-fold cross-124 validation in which k groups are created at random). 125
In standard bootstrap cross-validation, n observations are selected from the 126 training set with replacement, and used to predict the remaining observations andnew observations. There are several possible reasons for this deterioration in performance. It could be 149 simply an artefact because the estimates are based on fewer observations as more 150 observations are omitted during LOSO than LOO. We tested for the importance of 151 this factor by running a modified cross-validation scheme termed leave-many-out 152 (LMO) that omits as many observations as LOSO when making each prediction but 153 with the observations chosen at random rather than being from the same site. We 154 repeated this analysis 100 times to get a distribution of performance statistics and 155 . Water table  185 depth is simply a robust measurement, which serves as a proxy for the hydrological 186 variables which do affect amoebae such as water film thickness and variability in the 187 top few cm of moss where amoebae live (Sullivan et al. 2011 ). These variables may 188 be controlled by fine-scale structural details of the peat and plant communities. For each site in the clustered training-set, we can decompose the total sum of 208 squares of residuals into the proportion explained by site-specific offsets or biases 209 and the residual variation. Table 3 shows that when LOSO is used instead of LOO, the 210 site specific offset increases much more than the residual variation in both absolute 211 and relative terms. This suggests that the absolute values of reconstructions are 212 much more uncertain, but the relative values are only slightly more uncertain than 213 LOO suggests. 214 215
Reconstruction errors 216
Sample-specific (s1; Birks et al., 1990; Birks, 1995) bootstrap errors for the 217 cluster bootstrap will always be larger than those from the standard bootstrap. Fig. 3  218 shows the WTD reconstruction for Jelenia Wyspa, Poland (Lamentowicz et al. 2007b ) 219 using the Poland 2008 training set, with sample-specific bootstrap errors using both 220 bootstrap techniques. Bootstrap errors vary by sample but are in all cases greater 221 when using the cluster bootstrap and for some samples the errors are more than 222 double. 223
Recommendations 225
Given our results, improvements can be made in both the generation and 226 application of clustered training sets. We make four recommendations for 227 generating new training sets, which should be followed where it is practical to do so 228 and may not be possible to satisfy simultaneously. First, efforts should be made to 229 sample the full environmental gradient at each site, or at least to ensure that all 230 parts of the gradient are replicated in several sites. Ideally, the gradients should be 231 uniformly sampled at each site (Telford and Birks 2011 We recommend that the robust cross-validation methods developed here are 240 used when testing the performance of clustered training sets. We anticipate that the 241 performance statistics of transfer function methods robust to autocorrelation (e.g., 242 WA) will deteriorate less with robust cross-validation than methods more sensitive 243 to autocorrelation (e.g., WAPLS with several components). If there is a choice of 244 training set that could be applied to the fossil data, we recommend, all else being 245 equal, using the training set with the smallest loss of performance when robust 246 cross-validation is used. Single-site training sets (e.g. Booth Table 2 
